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Abstract 

This paper examines the limitations of the Oracle Business Intelligence when faced with the requirements of a 
large multi-developer multi-project environment. To this end, the Multi-User Development (MUD) feature of 
the tool only address some but not all the issues. The author proposes a set of best practices through which large 
multi-developer and concurrent projects may be supported. 
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Introduction 

With Siebel Analytics forming the core of Oracle Business Intelligence, Oracle Corporation has been the vendor 
of this toolset since it acquired Siebel CRM Systems Inc in 2006. Since then, while Oracle has integrated the 
Siebel platform onto its Fusion Middleware and WebLogic products, many limitations in the administrative 
aspects of the tool remained unaddressed. The paper examines the tool’s limitations in its support of multi-
developer multi-project environment; and suggests a solution in working around these limitations. 

 

The RPD File 

The RPD file holds the BI repository whose main purpose is to provide the Data Model for BI query activities. 
Administered through a client tool called the BI Administrator, the data structure in the RPD file is organised in 
three levels: 

• Physical Layer 
The Physical Layer defines the data sources and the join-relationship between Physical Tables. 

• Business Model & Mapping Layer (BMM) 
The BMM Layer defines the logical data model, i.e. it simplifies the Physical Layer to form the basis 
for the users’ view of the data. Each logical column (and hence each logical table) can have one or 
more physical objects as sources. 

• Presentation Layer 
The Presentation Layer exposes the business model objects in Oracle BI, through the Fusion 
Middleware environment  

The RPD file supports 

 multi-projects modelling by allowing the creation of multiple databases, business models and subject areas in 
each of the three respective levels, as illustrated by the following screenshot: 

 

When completed, the RPD file is deployed to the Oracle middle-tier environment and be accessed by the Oracle 
BI frontend. (Incidentally, the BI Administrator may access both the offline RPD file or the deployed RPD file 
in online mode.) The following diagram illustrats the architecture: 
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The shortcomings of this architecture in supporting multi-developer multi-project development stem from the 
following limitations: 

• Only one RPD file (i.e. one repository) may be deployed at any one time. 

• Each time, the entire RPD file is deployed. In other words, if the RPD files support multiple projects, 
all projects are deployed every time. This is not only inefficient, but can inadvertently cause in-
development unstable versions of data models to be deployed. 

• One project is not protected from another. In other words, with all projects residing on the same RPD 
file, the data model of one project can be modified by all the other project teams. 

• In addition to these limitations, concurrent access capability is essential to support a multi-developer 
environment. 

 

MUD – Multi-User Development 

MUD (Multi-User Development) provides concurrent access capability through a check-in-check-out facility 
supported by the BI Administrator tool. 

In MUD, the RPD file is shared through a network drive, from which all users may check-out and check-in. The 
steps involved are as follows: 

• Check-out the content of the shared RPD file to a local RPD file. 

• Make changes to the local RPD file. 

• Checking-in consists of two sub-steps: 

• Merge local changes. This step compares the local copy with shared copy of the RPD file to 
generate a CSV file containing all the changes to be checked-in. At the step, a lock is placed on 
the shared RPD file to block all other check-in operations. 

• Publish to network. This step involves committing the changes in the CSV file to the shared RPD 
file. At the end of this process, the lock on the shared RPD file is released. 

The following diagram illustrates this process: 
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While MUD provides concurrent access capability, it does not the address the following limitations: 

• Only one RPD file may be deployed at any one time. 

• The entire RPD file is deployed every time. 

• One project is not protected from another. 

 

Beyond MUD 

Built upon the existing BI Administrator features of MUD and manual merging of RPD files, Aurora 
Consulting has developed a scheme to overcome the limitations cited above. 

The key aspects of this scheme are: 

• Each project maintains its own project specific shared RPD file, accessed by all developers in the team 
via MUD. With the volatile nature of development activities, it is preferable that each project use a 
dedicated Development Server for deployment purposes. 

• In addition to the RPD file that is in active development, each project maintains a stable RPD file, 
which holds the latest Production release. Aurora recommends that the stable RPD file be version-
controlled via the corporate source code control software. 

• When a project has a new RPD version to deploy to the Test and/or Prod environment, this new RPD 
file is manually merged with the stable RPD files from all other projects to derive a final RPD file. 

• The final RPD file is deployed to the Test or Production environment, which is shared by all projects. 

 
The following diagram illustrates this multi-developer multi-project deployment scheme: 
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The advantages of this scheme are: 

• Concurrent development is supported within each project via the use of MUD. 

• Through the use of project-specific RPD files, the data model of one project may not be modified by 
members of another project team. 

• When deploying changes from one project, only stable releases of all other projects are deployed at the 
same time. 

While it resolves the major concerns of the multi-developer multi-project environment, the scheme is not 
without its disadvantages and limitations: 

• To prevent the volatile development activities of one project from disrupting other projects, multiple 
development environments would have to be maintained, one for each project. This requirement for 
multiple environments increases administration overheads; and has hardware and licensing 
implications. 

• The need to merge multiple stable RPD files for each deployment leads to high administration 
overheads; and increase the chance of human errors. 

• With all projects sharing the same Test and Prod environment, frequent deployments of one project 
will cause disruption to all other projects. 

 

Conclusion 

While Oracle has integrated the Siebel platform onto its Fusion Middleware and WebLogic products, many 
limitations in the aspects of the tool remained unaddressed: 

Administration: 

• Native support for multi-project development 

• Backup / Recovery of the multi-tier environment, involving, among others, the WebLogic LDAP realm 
and/or OiD, FMW realm, RPD model, the reports, BIPLATFORM schema, etc. 

• Security administration is multi-tiered and complex, involving BI Administrator Offine, BI 
Administrator Online, WebLogic, FMW and the OBI Frontend. 

Integration: 

• Oracle currently has two ETL tool in its product suite: Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB) and Oracle 
Data Integrator (ODI); and if industry observers are right, Informatica could be a future acquisition 
target. This raises integration challenges. 
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• Oracle Internet Directory (OiD) is Oracle’s in-house developed LDAP offering, whereas by default, 
WebLogic still uses its embedded LDAP repository by default. 

• OBI does not have an inbuilt OLAP repository. Native OLAP capability is available through Essbase, 
another of Oracle’s acquisition. As it stands, OBI-Essbase integration still has room for improvements. 

• Similarly, OBI-MS Office integration is still lacking in some key functionality, e.g. MS Word support 
and limited interactive features (e.g. dashboard, slice-and-dice). Smartview and Simba MDX Provider 
are two alternative offerings with some superior functionality. However, these are not OBI-friendly, as 
they were specifically developed for Essbase and Oracle OLAP respectively. 

 
In time to come, there will be new features and enhancements to overcome these shortcomings. In the 
meantime, the developer community would have to depend on best practice solutions such as the one 
highlighted in this paper. 

 

 

 


